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APPLICATION OF THE GEOLOGIC RETRIEVAL AND SYNOPSIS 
(GRASP) PROGRAM AT THE EÖTVÖS LORÂND GEOPHYSICAL 

INSTITUTE OF HUNGARY

Roger W. BOWEN*, Ferenc CSERCSIK** and László Z1LAH1-SEBESS**

The GRASP system was implemented and applied to various data management tasks at the 
Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute (ELGI) including a mineral resources data base, and a 
computer based catalogue of ELGI’s library.

In addition to the large-sclae GRASP system a scaled-down version named MICRO-GRASP, 
written in BASIC, has also been implemented. Further development for geological applications pose 
some special problems, in particular, how to establish logical connections between different GRASP 
data bases. A solution, based on a new version of GASP is proposed.
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1. Introduction

The GRASP (Geologic Retrieval and Synopsis Program [Bowen-B otbol 
1975], developed by the U.S. Geological Survey) was installed on the RYAD-35 
computer of the Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute (ELGI) in 1981. On 
account of limitations of the hardware-software environment, the original 
implementation had no conversational capabilities. In 1982 the system was 
converted to run in a conversational mode.

Our experiences with GRASP have been very favorable. In the following 
sections we review these experiences to show some of the uses to which GRASP 
has been applied at ELGI.

2. Catalogue of mineral resources

At present, the computerized recording of the mineral resources of Hun
gary is produced in batch mode in ELGTs computer center. The required 
reports of typical data are collected once a year. Summaries are created giving 
the status as of the January 1, the yearly changes in mineral resources, and the 
causes of the changes. Data entered for processing is based on information 
obtained from three types of questionnaires [Somos 1982]:
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— data of the mining district (41 different data fields)
— data of the block group (21 different data fields), and
— data of the block (71 different data fields).

From these records, reports are produced for all geographic blocks, mining
districts and companies according to both in situ and industrially economical 
mineral resources. Further reports are produced on the changes based on 
different geological categories and on the various utilizations of raw materials. 
Without striving for completeness, let us only mention a few of them: different 
reports are computed on the economical-, reserve-, and non-economical mi
neral resource data sets for all categories [P r u z s in a  1976]. A tabulation of 
changes is prepared showing the sets from the beginning of the year to the end, 
the type of changes according to their origin (e.g. geological-geophysical re
search, mining, research for mineral objects, modification of the economic 
environment, change of expense limits, etc.). Special uses can be made of the 
specific qualitative means, the geographical distribution of the economical 
minerals, and for other reasons.

This recording method (i.e. processing once a year) cannot answer ques
tions which arise during the course of a year. Therefore, the application of 
GRASP becomes particularly useful, as our experience has shown for data from 
several mining districts. Data sets, derived from the computed mineral resour
ces, are checked and processed by the software-interface program CONVERT. 
Once the data base has been generated by CONVERT, various queries can be 
quickly answered by GRASP. These queries are answered by using the ‘CON
DITIONS’, ‘LOGIC’ and ‘SEARCH’ commands in GRASP. A type code 
defines the type attribute of the data collection (e.g. mining district, block group, 
or block). Note that different data structures mean different GRASP data bases. 
Special codes are used to differentiate those mining districts, which are under 
exploration, from those which are producing. ‘FUNCTION’ command is used 
for statistical analysis of numeric data fields. Also, one can separate records on 
the basis of quantitative parameters which fall between given limits. Important
ly, the user does not need to predefine his queries.

The capability to update the GRASP data bases, according to the current 
changes, permits new geological data to be quickly integrated into the data 
bases. These data bases can subsequently be used as input to the next yearly 
computation. Since informational reports on the mineral resources are 
produced at different levels, correspondingly different levels of GRASP data 
bases can be generated. Individual levels can be defined by the application area, 
and by the purpose of use. These include:

— Raw data (original measurements)
— Mining district data
— Summaries.
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3. Library information system

The computer-based catalogue of ELGI’s Geophysical Library provided 
another opportunity to apply GRASP. Its form is based on standard biblio
graphic information supplemented with relevant references. The record struc
ture is as follows:
ITEM/SOURCE/T1TLE/AUTHORS/FI RM/JOURNAL/VOL/NO/PAGE/ 
YEAR/DESCR/REF
SOURCE — The library where the publication is available 
DESCR — Descriptors (keywords)
REF — References
The data in the REF field are values of ITEM which correspond to other records 
in the same data base. Incompletely described data are flagged. For instance, 
if the library, where a certain publication is available to users, is unknown, “R” 
is entered in the SOURCE field. In such a case, of course, other fields will also 
be left incomplete until the required information is obtained.

Let us show by an example, how to make a separation by means of 
references. Suppose that we would like to collect the publications which refer 
to the works on seismic refraction written by Oliver J. and/or Ewing M.

First, search criteria are established by the ‘CONDITIONS' command: 
ENTER COMMAND: ‘CONDITIONS’ (or ‘COND’) — the apostrophe in

dicates the user’s 
input

A. ‘AUTHORS CS OLIVER J.’ (CS means “contains substring”)
B. ‘AUTHORS CS EWING M.’
C. ‘DESCR CS SEISMIC REFRACTION’
D. < cr>  — (empty line to terminate the current GRASP function).

In the second step the conditions are combined by means of the ‘LOGIC 
command:
ENTER COMMAND: ‘LOGIC’ (or ‘LOGT)
ENTER LOGIC: ‘(AT B)*C (or‘(A. OR. B). AND.C’)

The next step is the separation:
ENTER COMMAND: ‘SEARCH’ (or ‘SEAR’)
INPUT FILE: ‘PUBL’ — (Logical name of data base)
OUTPUT FILE: OUTI (Logical name of the output file, arbitrarily defined

by user)
The ‘LIST’ command is then used to generate a listing of item numbers in OUTI 
file. Thus, GRASP has provided the item numbers of those papers by Oliver J. 
and/or Ewing M. whose subjects is the seismic refraction technique. Let us 
suppose, for example, that these numbers are: 1015,226,4832,12. The following 
step is the actual search for the publications which refer to these items: 
ENTER COMMAND: ‘COND’
A. ‘REF CS ,1015,’ (item numbers are embedded in commas to provide a

unique value)
B. ‘REF CS ,226,’
C. ‘REF CS ,4832,’
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D. ‘REF CS ,12,’
ENTER COMMAND: ‘LOGIC’
ENTER LOGIC: ‘A + B + C + D’
ENTRE COMMAND: ‘SEARCH’
INPUT FILE: ‘PUBL-
OUTPUT FILE: ‘OUT2’ — (for storing the selected records)
After the search command has terminated, the OUT2 file contains the informa
tion on the publications which refer to the seismic refraction works of Oliver J. 
and/or Ewing M., completing the retrieval by references.

This method has certain limitations:
— The number of conditions are limited by the number of letters in the 

English alphabet.
— The reading and manual entry of all generated item numbers, that a 

user has to perform, is time-consuming and mistake-prone.
These limitations can be overcome by adding a new GRASP command which 
allows selection based on matching values from a separate file of keys instead 
of selection based on the ‘COND’ and ‘LOGIC’ commands. A temporary file 
containing the item numbers (i.e. the keys) would be created using the ‘LIST’ 
command. This temporary file is used by the new command to complete the 
selection. This command can be implemented similar to the ‘LINK’ command, 
which is a feature of GRASP on USGS computers. Collaboration on the 
implementation of this command on ELGI’s computer is currently under pro
gress.

4. Further development

In addition to the large-scale GRASP system there is a smaller version 
named MICRO-GRASP which is written in the BASIC language. The charac
teristics of MICRO-GRASP and the expanding use of personal computers 
stimulate further development in the real-time updating of records and a possi
bility to employ floppy drives.

Geologic applications pose a further problem: namely, how can a logical 
connection be established between different GRASP data bases without the 
need of storing all original and secondary data together? In other words, how 
can inevitable redundancies, storage, and access-time problems be eliminated. 
GRASP has a very favorable feature which suggests the solution: it can access 
up to 10 data bases during a single execution. However, they cannot be accessed 
simultaneously. The LINK command will provide a partial solution by means 
of pseudo simultaneity, which must be extended to effective simultaneity in 
order to connect/combine data bases with different structures. There are many 
suggestions, both in literature and in practice, but original criteria of GRASP, 
namely portability and data/machine independence should be preserved. Cer
tainly, these require further consultations and should be a joint venture of the 
interested specialists.
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A GRASP ADATBÁZIS KEZELŐ PROGRAMRENDSZER ALKALMAZÁSA AZ
ELGI-BEN

Roger W. BOWEN. CSERCSIK Ferenc és Z1LAH1-SEBESS László

A cikk bemutatja a GRASP rendszer néhány alkalmazását az ELGI-ben, és az azokkal 
szerzett tapasztalatokat. Ezek a területek:

-  ásványvagyon adatbázis.
— az ELGI szakkönyvtárának számitógépes információs rendszere.
A nagygépes GRASP verzió mellett a BASIC nyelven írt MICRO-GRASP programot is 

használjuk. A geológiai alkalmazások fölvetnek néhány további problémát, mint pl.: hogyan lehet 
különböző GRASP adatbázisok között logikai kapcsolatot létesíteni. A cikk a GRASP új verziója 
alapján megoldást is javasol a kérdésre.

ПРИМЕНЕНИЕ СИСТЕМЫ ПРОГРАММ УПРАВЛЕНИЯ БАЗОЙ ДАННЫХ 
В ВЕНГЕРСКОМ ГЕОФИЗИЧЕСКОМ ИНСТИТУТЕ им. Л. ЭТВЕША

Роджер В. БОЕН. Ференц ЧЕРЧИК, Ласло ЗИЛАХИ-ШЕБЕШ

В статье демонстрируются некоторые применения системы GRASP в ЭЛЕИ, и получен
ные опыты. Области применения:

— база данных минеральных ресурсов,
— компьютеризованный каталог геофизической библиотеки ЭЛГИ,
Рядом с версией GRASP-a на мощной ЭВМ. также применяется программа 

MICRO-GRASP, записанная на языке BASIC: Применением управления базой данных в 
области геологии возникают новые проблемы, например, каким образом создать логичес
кую связь между разными базами данных GRASP-a. На основе новой версии GRASP-a 
статья предлагает решение вопроса.
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